
Hyper-realistic Tattoo shop Sacred Eye
Tattoos, owned by Gabriel Gonzalez launched

Sacred Eye Tattoos is a shop in Hollywood

making a name for itself with great artists

and work that satisfies every customer's

needs.

HOLLYWOOD , FLORIDA, UNITED

STATES, October 20, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- the body forever.

But to get the best tattoos, customers

require an artist who knows what he is

doing. Gabriel Gonzalez is one of the

few artists who create hyper-realistic

tattoos in Hollywood and is well known

for that. He even helps customers

choose the best tattoo, making them

believe they made the best choice in

choosing Sacred Eye Tattoos.

“My passion for providing customers with an experience they will remember for a lifetime while

always doing the best work has helped me reach great heights.” Gabriel Gonzalez started from

nothing and had to make great strides to reach the top. His love for tattoos made him different

from all the others in the industry. Hollywood is a difficult place to make a mark, but now Sacred

Eye tattoos are one of the top 3 shops for Tattoos, according to Hollywood. 

Sacred Eye tattoos believe that if something remains on a body for a lifetime, it has to be perfect

without causing regret. While most tattoo shops focus on providing tattoos that will last for a

lifetime and focus little on color, vibrancy, and realism, Sacred Eye Tattoos want to deliver art

that looks as realistic as possible. The ink used by Hollywood artists and shops helps create the

tattoos the customers desire with as much realism as possible. 

A customer reviewed it on Google and stated, " I will never go to another tattoo shop again.

Sacred Eye Tattoo is by far the best shop in so many ways. You walk in with just an idea for a

tattoo and leave with a beautiful work of art that exceeds all expectations. The new shop is even

better, and you will not regret the visit!! It's on your body forever. Make the right choice and go

http://www.einpresswire.com


to Sacred Eye Tattoo!"

The shop started with 1 artist and now has 14 brilliant artists with experience and enthusiasm,

ready to cater to all the ideas and needs of the clients. The shop takes appointments but prefers

walking and never turns down any customer. Whether a customer wants to inquire about a

tattoo, build a sleeve, or find out artists' availability or pricing and payment options, Sacred Eye

Tattoo is always available. 

With the Brilliant work of the 14 artists and the dedication of Gabriel Gonzalez, Sacred Eye Tattoo

is considered one of the biggest shops in Florida. The shop has strived to be the best tattoo shop

out there and rank at the top by providing super realistic tattoos, beating its competitors.

Follow Gabriel Gonzalez and Sacred Eye Tattoo on social media and make appointments at: 

www.instagram.com/gabrielink_art

www.instagram.com/sacredeyetattoos

www.sacredeyetattoos.com

About Sacred Eye Tattoo

Started in 2017 by Gabriel Gonzalez, a shop that began with one artist now has 14 artists, all with

experience, and provides hyper-realistic tattoos for customers in the Hollywood area. According

to Hollywood, ranking in the top 3 shops with one of the biggest shops in Florida. 

Gabriel Gonzalez

Sacred Eye Tattoos

contact@sacredeyetattoos.com

Visit us on social media:
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